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The sign in the pet shop window said “Rat Sale - Only Five Dollars”.  
The boy had always wanted a pet rat. His mother had told him many  
times that it was never going to happen. But today he just happened to 
have five dollars in his pocket and he felt as if the planets had aligned.  
It was something he had to do. Before he knew it he was inside the  
shop checking out the rat cage. If he was going to buy a rat it had to  
be something special. He rattled his fingers across the bars on the cage 
and all the rats shuffled to the back looking frightened. All but one ...  
a small white rat with big black patches around its eyes like enormous  
sunglasses.  He stood up on his hind legs twitching his nose as if to say, 
“This looks like a bit of fun. Bring it on...” 
 
Ten minutes later the boy was out of the shop with his new friend  
tucked away inside his jacket. The rat was calm and quiet, sensing that 
life was looking up. Upstairs in his bedroom the boy used his Lego to 
make a cool rat house. It was three stories high with lots of interesting 
cubbyholes and stairwells. The rat took to it like a duck to water. A long 
time ago the boy had convinced his mother that any attempt to clean  
his room was a waste of time so the rat would be safe as long as it 
stayed in the bedroom. But the boy had far bigger plans than that.  
The rat was going to school. 
 
This required some training but the rat learned quickly. The food supply 
was in the right-hand inside pocket. The left-hand inside pocket was for 
sleeping. When the rat needed to stretch his legs he could race back  
and forward in the arms of the jacket. Nestling inside the collar or  
peeking out of the sleeves allowed a view of what was going on in the 
outside world. 
 
It was on the third day that things went wrong. Miss Wilmot, the boy’s 
teacher, was a very highly strung piece of work. She was a neatness 
freak of the highest degree, with an intense dislike of insects and small 
creepy animals. The rat had been lurking in the boy’s sleeve during  
handwriting. Miss Wilmot stopped at his desk to mark his work. The rat 
scurried across the desk and into her pocket. She felt something and 
reached into her pocket. As her hand touched on the furry object, the  
rat ran up inside the sleeve of her jacket, emerging from the collar, 
swung on her hair and scrambled up to sit perched on her head. Miss  
Wilmot had a meltdown. As she ran shrieking from the classroom, the  
rat leapt from her head to the classroom curtain and the boy quickly 
scooped him up and returned him to his pocket. There would need to  
be some more training. 
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